
City of Sycamore 

POOL RULES & REGULATIONS 

*POOL PASSES MUST BE PRESENTED TO THE LIFE GUARD EACH TIME YOU ENTER AND 

YOU MUST SIGN 

IN ! 

*Pool is for residents only! Owners renting their condo have no City 

privileges. 

* Residents must accompany guests when they are using the pool 

*Each condo is given a one pool pass per resident plus six guest passes. 

Residents who are delinquent in their maintenance fees and late charge penalties shall not 

be eligible to use Pool facilities. 

*All resident children 14 years or younger must be accompanied by an adult guardian 

when using the pool and must be at least 16 years to sign in guests. 

POOL RULES 

OBEY THE LIFEGUARD *Failure to follow the rules or to obey the Lifeguard 

will result in loss of pool privileges! 

1. No running, pushing, or shoving in the pool area. 

2. No dunking or horseplay in the pool. 

3. No diving in the shallow end of the pool. 
4. Smoking is allowed only in smoking area 

5. No glass in the pool area, plastic is permitted. 

6. No diapers are allowed in either pool. Children must wear Swimmers when using either pool. 

7. Persons with open sores, cuts, or communicable diseases cannot enter the pool. 

8. Swimmers must wear proper bathing suits appropriate for a family pool! No thongs, speedos, or inappropriate 

attire will be allowed. You will be asked to leave ! 

9. No floating objects are allowed, except air mattresses and normal swimming equipment. The lifeguard may 

exclude air mattresses and other large items if the pool is crowded. 

10. When bringing food and drink into the pool area please clean up after yourself. 

11. Each how' the lifeguard may require that swimmers under the age of 16 take a fifteen minute rest break, especially 

if the pool is crowded. 
12. The safety rope cannot be removed except by the lifeguard. 

13. Management is not responsible for towels or any other personal items left at the pool. 

14. No pets are permitted in the pool area. 

15. No bicycles or skateboards are permitted in the pool area. 

*Residents having an issue with lifeguards not following/enforcing rules or any other 

issue are to contact the Recreation Commissioner — Virginia Foresman 593-6331 


